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calls and dropping out one of my entries, as well as Ash not completing his BIG
project (but I’ll leave that to him to tell), well the Pedler boys will get their jollies!

And Shoot the Breeze

Things are getting serious for the big 40th birthday Mildura bash and it’s going to
see a few new cars making a debut. Thinking about the clash of event dates between
Qld and the Vics it’s a pity a more central venue couldn’t have hosted a combined
event.
I’m waiting on a response from SMASA as to what will be the next push to see some
action on modified rego. We as a club saw 3 hands go up to help push things along.
On a sad note, we saw one of the Vic’s big on club input and V8 mk 2 ownership,
suddenly pass away and leave wife Julie and family at Xmas. From myself and those
who knew Kevin (bloody) Wilson and from ZZOC SA our sincere condolences. Good
on the Vic members for turning out for KB’s funeral.

Please excuse bad typos in this blurb as it is my first attempt to type and email direct
to our very patient editor my newsletter article which I have now been doing since
our club started ( 32 years ).
As a fully retired and confirmed luddite I reckon that this will take a lot longer than I
want it to!

A bit more sad news is the passing of Lorna Whitelaw, the wife of past member Ivan,
both of whom had a significant input into our club. Our sincere condolences to Ivan
and family.

Dave H

OK the beach picnic run on oz day picked a pearler of a day and those who attended
enjoyed the best one for years. Ash and Pat (in separate cars) and Jude and I didn’t
leave until 6.30 pm driving past bogged cars at the ramp which had got very churned
over with the hundreds of cars. It’s probably fortunate for most because the 4WD
vehicles were well represented. Any how the 2 mk 3 zodiacs and the mk1 drove
around the unfortunate bogged.
The all British day is coming up on the 9th February and hopefully a bit of prior
negotiation will allow us to bring our trailer in and erect our shelter. In the past we
have encountered their dogged and unbending rules that have denied all late
arrivals, no club trailers, and no room to erect shelters.
Of course late entries are totally banned and our zodiac wielding (it is a weapon)
FIFO member Robert (6 pack now 8 iron as well ) Pedler is back from the WA mines
for that event and was looking for 2 spots for him and his son, new member Ben
Pedler.
Ben has taken over Bob’s mk 3 zephyr and as they both wanted to enter, a few phone

Australia Day 2014 Beach Picnic at Silver Sands
Photo by Kerry Dillon

It has been a while since I last wrote an article, so here goes.
Due to staffing changes and staff with new babies arriving plus Christmas etc., we have
been under the pump so to speak. However, with all of that on I have found time to start a
new project on the Mk3 Zephyr (And now a few moments to put keyboard to paper?)
Recently, a complete Falcon XR8 Tickford 220 KW was obtained from one of our
members. (Thanks Peter Dillon)
This has been put to good use donating its running gear and complete drive-train to my
Gold Mk3 Zephyr.
After lodgment of the Application to Modify a Motor Vehicle and subsequent approval
being granted, I have engaged a local Automotive Engineer.
We have performed the obligatory Chassis testing for torsional rigidity as required by
Vehicle structures branch (Regency Park).
As no great surprise, the Mk 3 passes with flying colours. In fact, it has better torsional
rigidity than a number of modern vehicles. No real surprises there!
The Mk 3 comes in in excess of 9200Nm/Deg. As comparison, here are some modern
vehicles with similar or less torsional strength.
Audi A2 - 11900 Nm/deg
Porsche 911 Turbo 996 Convertible - 11600 Nm/deg
Lotus Elise 111s - 11000 Nm/deg
BMW E36 Touring - 10900 Nm/deg
BMW E46 Convertible - 10500 Nm/deg
Lotus Elise S2 Exige (2004) - 10500 Nm/deg
Ferrari 355 - 10042 Nm/deg
Lotus Elise - 10000 Nm/deg
Renault Sport Spider - 10000 Nm/deg
Ford Mustang Convertible (2005) - 9500 Nm/deg
Chevrolet Corvette C5 - 9100 Nm/deg
Lotus Elan GRP body - 8900 Nm/deg
Ferrari 360 Spider - 8500 Nm/deg
Lotus Elan - 7900 Nm/deg
Dodge Viper Coupe - 7600 Nm/deg
Chrysler Durango - 6800 Nm/deg
Lotus Esprit SE Turbo - 5850 Nm/deg
BMW E36 Z3 - 5600 Nm/deg
Mazda MX-5 (later w/ bracing) - 5150 Nm/deg
Mazda MX-5 (1990) - 4880 Nm/deg
Ford Mustang Convertible (2003) - 4800 Nm/deg
Lamborghini Countach - 2600 Nm/deg.

Note that early Holden and Falcon do not even rate a mention!! However, a 1964 Holden is
approximately 3500Nm/Deg and even with a full chassis strengthening kit will barely make
8000Nm/deg according to the Engineer!! Apparently SA Authorities require a minimum of
6000NM/Deg to consider a V8 conversion.
Due to the results The Engineer has given approval to fit any engine drive train that I desire
even supercharged V8 or any Turbo 6.
We a have stripped out the donor Tickford XR8 Falcon including the brakes.
Work has been steadily underway since Christmas and we now have the drive-train
installed with new custom engine cross-member, Nissan lower control arms and castor
rods, custom 30mm sway bar, Falcon power steering rack and Falcon adjustable steering
column. The front end is fully engineered with correct geometry and steering angles to
modern specifications to suit radial tyres and power steering. Front brakes are Tickford 330
mm dimpled and slotted rotors with new callipers and pads. The original manual
transmission tunnel is very slightly modified to take the XR8 Auto trans, with a custom
fabricated cross-member.
Moving further back, I have installed a narrowed and fully rebuilt EF Falcon diff assembly
with new dimpled and slotted 300 mm brake rotors, rebuilt callipers and new pads, plus a
Harrop Tru Track diff centre and 3.89 gear set. The rear end is getting a full Watts Link
assembly, sway bar and upper link traction rods.
The engineer has been inspecting the modifications and build process along the way and is
impressed with the results.
Whilst I am at it, I am installing a new full customer-trimmed interior, seats, carpets and
door trims, new stereo system, central locking and alarm, cruise control, plus a full Vintage
Air integrated AC/heating system.
I was hoping to have the Mk3 back on the road for the All British Day however; I will not
be able to make this date. Just not enough hours in the day or days in the week!
I will keep you all posted with the results of the lane change and brake performance tests to
be performed in the next few weeks.
Ashley Hobson, Vice President

P.s….Hope to see all members that can make it on AUSTRALIA DAY at Silver sands
beach !! (or at Dave Henley’s Zephyr ranch if the weather is crap.)

Happy New Year , hope everyone’s had a safe x-mas break and ready for a great
new year, with some time off to catch up with friends and relatives, relax, finish
off some odd jobs at home etc. Then before you realise, it’s back to work, stinking
hot, busy, never time to be bored !!

Your Sincerely Steve Dawson
F.S.M.

The air-con in my daily driver Mk 2 is worth its weight in gold, cabin temp drops
20’c in 3 or 4 min’s, even when my cabin temp gauge (yes every car should have
one ) read 55’c recently , it came down to 25’c in 5 min’s….cool…. Add to this,
that in winter with the a-c on and heater on , de fogs the windows quickly too.
(Don’t know how people do without one?)
The smell of smoke in the air recently was a nearby bushfire at MonartoRockleigh with flames visible from my yard only a few km’s away, makes you panic
, wondering what to do first. Get your valuables ready to go, put my Z-900 bike
on my Z- ute and get to a safe area. Once the wind blows embers and ash over a
large area, it’s a deadly game keeping on top of it !! Thankfully a wind change and
dedicated Fire –Fighters slowly contained an imminent disaster. Lightning
strikes are unpredictable , nature at its near worst !!
On a lighter note , I recently went to the Auto- Pro burnout masters held at the
excellent Murray Bridge Speedway venue , with an elevated viewing room (aircon) and huge outside shaded area, pit’s access, food laid on and all !! Heaps of
big dollar blown / injected big and small block V.8.’s Smoking coloured tyres –
Yep! Blue, pink, red,yellow, purple Mega-Smoke… some common taxi type cars ,
tough street cars up to purpose built trailer queens, all 62 entries trying to take
home the impressive $$$ 2000.00 prize money up for grabs!! A couple of cold
drinks topped off the day. Back at the car park, start up the Zephyr to cruise
home , after telling the car park attendant we had the air-con on and thermo-fan
wizzing away, he laughed in disbelief , thought we were joking, clutch dropped,
sideways drift out of car park , and off home we went…… Yee-Haa…. Wouldn’t be
in another country for Quids ….Mate……!!!!

Examples of great burnouts. Pictures courtesy of Burnout Masters facebook page.

Upcoming Events
CLUB MEETING VENUE AND DAY
Shannons’ HQ corner Neville Ave and Main South Road,
Clarence Gardens

2ND TUESDAY OF EACH MONTH
7.30pm
2nd February

Historic Motor Vehicles Club of Victor Harbor
Autojumble Swapmeet 2014
Further information please contact by email
grahamwithers@hotmail.com or on 0430 011 457 or
Stephen the Autojumble Coordinator on 0419 848 512.

9th February

All British Day at Echunga Recreation Grounds

11th February

Club Meeting, see you all there!

9th March

Mannum Hot Rod Show 2014 10 am-4 pm
Mary Anne Reserve Port Mannum
Proceeds to Mannum Hospital Auxillary

10th March

Adelaide Cup Day

18th April

Zephyr & Zodiac Owners Club of Melbourne Inc
40th Birthday Bash Easter 2014
Mildura

Irrefutable proof that a good woman can bring
balance and stability to your life.

And, I might add, a woman of some substance.
Thanks Gordon for sending in this one, what a very odd sight.

1961 Thames Ford Zephyr Replica Team Lotus Van
This van is a restored support vehicle for the Ford Racing Team in the UK when
the Zephyrs were brand new! Thanks Benjamin White for sending in this photo.

HELLO from the Publicity Officer
I thought I would take this opportunity to say hello to those fellow Z car owners
and lovers that I have met previously and to introduce myself to those of you I am
yet to have the pleasure of meeting. I am a relatively new member of the club,
only being a member for some 4 or 5 years (time seems to fly by) after purchasing
a ’64 Zodiac from Greg Prater of Shepparton Victoria.
How and why did this happen, as I confess to not having ever been a Zephyraholic before, although I have always been a Ford enthusiast. I thank Mr Dave
Henley (Mr being a loose term) for the introduction to the vehicle, my son in law
and daughter, Nathan and Renee Henley and the need for their three children to
secure a ride to events other than riding in the back of Nathan’s Mk II ute, a
practice frowned upon these days by the constabulary. So if I am going to be
involved it will eventually need to be in my own vehicle, not one borrowed from
Dave (Thanks Dave, I do enjoy the use). So I purchased my own project vehicle,
but to date, it has been a slow project, one however gaining momentum as we
speak.
Now I apologise up front to those of you who are purists, but I am by nature a ‘hot
rodder’, just can’t help the inherited genes, but I do enjoy to no end seeing fully
restored vehicles and always stand back in awe at the lengths some enthusiasts go
to, to achieve the ‘perfect specimen’. But being a ‘hot rodder’ brings a whole new
set of rules to building a compliant street legal vehicle and just recently had my
eyes opened very widely whilst watching exactly what lengths an Engineer went
to in proving the structural integrity of a vehicle. The vehicle in question was
Ashley (Spanners) Hobson’s gold Mk III sedan, currently being modified to accept
a Falcon AU XR8 302 Windsor V8, the same modification I am doing to my Zodiac.
I have included a couple of photographs for you to visualise what I am about to
explain, but let me tell you, watching it happen was rather astounding.
The test performed was basically a stress test to examine the Torsional Rigidity of
the vehicle, thus determining if it is capable of accepting the higher HP of a V8
engine. But what they did to determine this was extreme. Basically they raised the
car of the floor and removed all four wheels. They then set about bolting the rear
end of the vehicle to the floor whilst the front was placed on a balance point.
Once this was achieved, all four doors were opened and they applied an
increasing load in increments of 100lbs of upward force to the right hand front of
the vehicle, up to 400lbs. You could physically see the vehicle twisting and it let

out a few groans to let us know it was happening. Through the process they took
measurements of the chassis and suspension components from the floor, released
the pressure and retook measurements. The whole process was repeated a
second time, with the Engineer analysing the data at the end and concluding that
the vehicle was very strong and would have no trouble in accepting the desired
power plant. The best bit was at the end when the pressure was released.
Amazingly, all four doors shut as they used to, no glass cracked and there was no
visible signs of the forces applied as the car returned to its original stance. For the
uninitiated, all I can say was INCREDIBLE.
Regards, Peter Dillon

Ashley’s Mk III

Peter’s Zodiac Project

A day at the beach for some of our Z Cars

At Silver Sands on Australia Day, Jan 26 2014

A hip young man goes out and buys the best car available: a
brand-new Ferrari 550. It is also the most expensive car in the world, and it costs him
$500,000. He takes it out for a spin and stops for a red light.
An old man (about 75 years old) on a moped pulls up next to him. The old man looks over at
the sleek, shiny new car and asks, "What kind of car ya got there, sonny?"
The young man replies, "A Ferrari 550. It cost half a million dollars!"
"That's a lot of money," says the old man. "Why does it cost so much?"
"Because this car can do up to 320 miles an hour!" states the young dude proudly. The old
man asks, "Mind if I take a look inside?"
"No problem," replies the owner.
So the old guy pokes his head in the window and looks around. Then, sitting back on his
moped, he says, "That's a pretty nice car, all right... but I'll stick with my moped!"
Just then the light changes, so the young guy decides to show the old man just what his car
can do. He floors it, and within 30 seconds the speedometer reads 160 mph. Suddenly, he
notices a dot in his rearview mirror.
It seems to be getting closer! He slows down to see what it could be, and suddenly,
WHHHOOOOSSSHHH! something whips by him, going much faster.
What on earth could be going faster than my Ferrari?! the young man asks himself. He
floors the accelerator and takes the Ferrari up to 250 mph. Then, up ahead of him, he sees
that it's the old man on the moped.
Amazed that the moped could pass his Ferrari, he gives it some more gas and passes the
moped at 275 mph. WHHOOOOSSSHH!
He's feeling pretty good until he looks in his mirror and sees the old man gaining on him
again. Astounded by the speed of this old guy, he floors the gas pedal and takes the Ferrari
all the way up to 320 mph.
Not 10 seconds later he sees the moped bearing down on him again. The Ferrari is flat out
and there's nothing he can do.
Suddenly the moped ploughs into the back of his Ferrari, demolishing the rear. The young
man jumps out; unbelievably, the old man is still alive!!! He runs up to the mangled old man
and says, "Oh, my God! Is there anything I can do for you?"
The old man whispers softly, "Unhook... my... suspenders... from... your... side-view...
mirror."
Carla Curtsinger

Shannons support our Club by providing their premises free
of charge for us to use for our monthly Club meetings.
A large majority of our Club members already have policies
with Shannons but if you do not please support them by
asking for a quotation.
Phone: 13 46 46

